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The Decade of HR

The second decade of the 21st Century has the spotlight on the HR profession. This 

ascendancy is not based on a survey of CEOs and executive leadership because 

there will never be consensus on HR becoming part of the inner circle. With CEO 

tenure now being slightly over three years, by the time such a CEO survey was developed 

and implemented, most would be unemployed or shifting positions at the very least. It is a 

fool’s errand to wait for CEOs to endorse HR as a legitimate and valued profession because 

so much of their perspective is based on the people involved, their credibility and the CEO’s 

own circumstances. The spotlight also does not emanate from HR itself, because it has always 

been a profession in search of itself—unsure and wavering in the contribution it can make. 

This doubt and uncertain self-perception has been perhaps the biggest impediment to HR 

further developing as a profession.

It is the Decade of HR because the business evidence is too compelling to say otherwise.

 Fact:  Intangible assets account for the largest share of market valuation for a publically 

traded company. Intangible assets are those that involve goodwill, brand as well as people 

and their activities.

 Fact:  83% of organizations believe they are losing the war for talent.

 Fact:  The biggest single cost of an organization is the cost associated with payroll expense. 

In many organizations this “people” cost is 60 to 70% of all costs.

 Fact:  Investment in people practices distinguishes leading companies from their 

competitors. This finding was presented by McKinsey in the late 1990s, and has been 

corroborated by many others including Towers-Watson, the Boston Consulting Group, 

Gallup, Jim Collins and IBM.

 Fact:  An engaged workforce can contribute to many business results including higher 

productivity, revenue, quality and profits. For example, Jack in the Box restaurants knows that 

stores with higher alignment and engagement levels provide 21% lower turnover, 10% higher 

sales and 30% higher profits.
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 Fact:  Strong pipelines of talent lead to stronger financial performance, customer 

relationships, and the ability to attract and retain key talent. A primary example of such a 

company is Southwest Airlines.

 Fact:  Greater collaboration results in improved engagement, innovation and cross-

functional participation.

 Fact:  A strong culture is the most effective governance system we have. Cultures that 

emphasize strong social purposes have higher engagement levels, better financial 

performance and stronger talent brands. In describing her research on these organizations, 

Kanter labels these Vanguard Companies.

The one common element in all of these findings is that people are 

the primary drivers of business results. HR’s job is to partner with 

management to turn people costs into assets that strengthen the 

organization, both now and in the future. Just as CEOs turn to the CFO 

for financial matters, the VP of sales for revenue accountability and the 

CIO for technical resolutions, they now turn to HR for improving the 

workforce and workplace. 

Breitfelder and Dowling (2008) have talked about their decision to go into 

HR directly from the Harvard Business School (as opposed to going to 

Wall Street, for example). They said that they had been trained in business 

school to look for undervalued assets with great potential; and they 

consider HR to be just such an asset. It is where the action is. It is where the greatest results 

can be achieved. Notice that they didn’t mention the checkered history of HR or only going 

to work for a CEO that values the contribution HR can make; they focused on the incredible 

opportunity for joining arguably the most important function in any organization in an economy 

that values innovation and agility. The business results speak for themselves; what other group 

besides HR could have such a widespread influence and impact on the organization?

It is certainly reasonable to ask: Why now, why the second decade of this century as the launch 

point? Much of the evidence on the impact of talent practices has been in existence for at least 

five years, but past perceptions change slowly. Despite the fact that leading companies such as 

P&G, Johnson and Johnson, SAS, Starbucks and GE attest to the essential HR role in identifying 

and leveraging talent, many still view HR as being too rigid, prescriptive and operational.

The tipping point comes now because the business results—not opinions or perceptions—are 

so many and so compelling. The evidence is indisputable, and this is the way to challenge 

outdated assumptions and old world views. The key to the new decade of HR is not to wait 

for more enlightened CEOs, but to seize this opportunity, develop a bold point of view, and 

We view human resources 
as the caretaker of the 
largest investment of the 
company. If you are not 
nurturing that investment 
and making it grow, you’re 
not doing your job. 

—Libby Sartain
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focus on the skills and capabilities necessary to improve the workplace and workforce so that 

organizations can be more productive and successful.

The Strategic Role for HR
There are multiple ways in which HR departments are organized but many are comprised of 

a lean leadership team, Centers of Excellence, Shared Services platforms and HR Business 

Partners (HRBP). The Centers of Excellence (COEs) are a cadre of experts in defined areas 

that are vital to strengthening the organization. Typically there are COEs in such areas as 

workforce planning, analytics, rewards and recognition programs, learning and development, 

and career development pathways. The role of the experts in these COEs is to become very 

knowledgeable in their field of endeavor, study other organizations, examine technology 

alternatives, become familiar with industry benchmarks, and to develop practices and 

systems that can be implemented across the organization. The COEs should point the 

way, keep the organization in a leadership position and work with groups to implement 

recommended practices.

The Shared Services platforms are designed to provide information and direction to the 

workforce through technology systems and support so that the employees can make decisions 

themselves. Shared Services platforms provide many advantages, including making processes 

such as benefits administration more efficient, equipping employees with the tools they need to 

become more self-sufficient, freeing time for other HR professionals to become more strategic, 

and providing analytics on the use and effectiveness of, in this case, benefits administration. 

Other HR processes are candidates for Shared Services including recognition programs, payroll 

options, personal profiles, talent analytics and career planning. Gartner estimates that effective 

self-service systems can reduce HR administrative activities by 30 to 50%.

HR Business Partners, unlike their other HR colleagues, are not housed in corporate 

headquarters; they are embedded in the business units and locations they serve. The HRBP 

provides the connective tissue between operational groups and the collection of people 

practices and technology as formulated by COEs and Shared Services platforms. The job of 

the HRBP is to optimize the business unit in terms of talent practices, be a trusted advisor, 

solve business problems, and be accountable for improved outcomes and performance. To 

underscore the importance of this role, CLC (2009) has found that improving the strategic 

effectiveness of HRBPs can result in 21% improvement in employee performance, 26% gains 

in employee retention, 7% increase in revenue and 9% improvement in profitability.

All of these HR roles are important and provide value, and they all work in concert. Shared 

Service platforms enable HRBPs to devote more focus on being strategic and ensuring that 

the right people are in the right jobs. If the COEs do not do their jobs properly, HRBPs are 

not going to be effective. But given these interactions and interdependencies, the most 
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strategic HR role in 21st century organizations is the HR Business Partner. This is where the 

rubber meets the road and where HR has failed in the past. The definition of a strategic role 

(as opposed to core or supportive roles) is one that, as the name suggests, leads directly to 

the implementation of strategic intent. This is the job of the HRBP: to improve the workplace 

and workforce so that the business unit executes its strategy and is successful.

The HRBP role has not always been viewed this way. For many organizations it has been a junior 

role or proving ground for HR generalists. It has also not been seen as prestigious as being in 

a COE and valued as an “expert.” But this is the wrong lens to look through; it is an internal 

perspective that is rapidly changing. If you take a business perspective—not an HR one—what 

could be more important than helping to make a business unit more efficient and effective?

The perception of the HRBP role—just like the perception of HR itself—is changing. 

Organizations like Accenture are putting senior people in HRBP roles because of the impact 

they can have. SAP is rotating senior people in COEs into field partnership roles. And with 

stronger Self-service platforms, more focus can be directed to strategic issues as opposed to 

operations and administration. There is also growing recognition that to become a trusted 

business advisor, more senior-level experiences and skills are needed. There is a dearth of 

development programs for HR in general, but the programs that do exist are more targeted 

to individuals or COEs. It is time that the strategic role of HR Business Partner receives its fair 

share of developmental opportunities.

The Key Skills for HR Business Partners
In order to make the transitions first discussed by David Ulrich (Polite, Police, Partner, Player), 

the local business partner must become a trusted advisor who speaks the language of the 

business, understands organizational issues and follows through on commitments. HCI 

surveyed over 12,000 alumni and convened a board of HRBP advisors to identify the critical 

skills that HRBPs need to be successful. Three groupings of capabilities emerged.

Understanding the Business Leveraging Talent Becoming a Consultant and  
Implementing Change

Business Acumen The Business Impact of  
Effective Talent Practices

Consulting Skills

Financial Literacy Building Trust Solving Business Problems

Financial Justification for HR  
Initiatives

Focus on Engagement,  
Collaboration and Retention

Implementing Change

Analytics and Making More Data- 
driven Decisions to Leverage  
Success and Anticipate Problems

Strategies for Improving the 
Workplace and Workforce

Influencing Skills 
Moving from HR Business Partner  
to Player and Developing a Strong 
Point of View
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These three groupings are interrelated. For HRBPs to be accepted and successful, they must 

understand the business and speak its language. They need to leave HR jargon and rigid 

processes behind and become an influential member of the business unit. This is the “table 

stakes” to get in the game. Next, because HRBPs are focused on the people assets of the 

business unit, there will be ways to improve these assets and leverage their success. Specific 

actions that improve the workplace and workforce will be suggested, but then these have to 

be implemented. These are the skills related to Becoming a Consultant and Implementing 

Change. Influencing Skills are particularly important in persuading people that do not report 

to you but whose contributions you are dependent upon. All three groupings are necessary 

but not sufficient by themselves to enable HRBPs to be successful and become a trusted 

business advisor and partner.

This is the Decade of HR, only if we make it so. The business results are clear and 

unambiguous: it is the people processes that distinguish great from average organizations. 

It is easy to replicate the tangible assets of an organization; it is very, very difficult to mimic 

culture and people practices. These are the things that matter. This business evidence is 

compelling, and HR needs to get over its inferiority complex, stop apologizing and seize 

the opportunity. We need to focus on the strategic role of the HRBP and realize that all 

the strategy and great thinking will go for naught unless it works at the business unit level. 

We need to develop HRBPs and equip them for success. And we need to develop an 

attitude and a bold point of view so that we are not just partners but leaders in moving our 

organizations forward. Turn on the spotlight; it is time to shine.
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